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Abstract 
Anderson, D.D. and D.F. Anderson, Elasticity of factorizations in integral domains, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 80 (1992) 217-235. 
For an atomic integral domain R. define p(R) = sup(mln 1 x, ‘x,,, = y, J’,,. each x,.yI E R 
is irreducible}. We investigate p(R), with emphasis for Krull domains R. When R is a Krull 
domain, we determine lower and upper bounds for p(R); in particular. p(R) smax{/CI(R)l/ 
2, 1). Moreover. we show that for any real number Y P 1 or r = 5, there is a Dedekind domain 
R with torsion class group such that p(R) = Y. 
Introduction 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. If R is a UFD, then any two 
factorizations of a nonzero nonunit of R into the product of irreducible elements 
have the same length. Of course, this is not true for an arbitrary atomic integral 
domain (an integral domain R is atomic if each nonzero nonunit is the product of 
irreducible elements (atoms)). Following Zaks [30], we define R to be a half- 
factorial domain (HFD) if R is atomic and whenever x, . . . x,,, = y, . . . y,, with 
each x,,y, E R irreducible, then m = TV. A UFD is obviously a HFD, but the 
converse fails since any Krull domain R with divisor class group Cl(R) = 2J2 is a 
HFD [31], but not a UFD. In order to measure how far an atomic domain R is 
from being a HFD, we define p(R) = sup{m/n 1 x, . ...x,~, = y, . .. y,,, each 
x;,_y, E R is irreducible}. Thus 1 YS p(R) 5 m, and p(R) = 1 if and only if R is a 
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HFD. p(R) is called the elasticity of R and was introduced by Valenza [29], who 
studied p(R) for R the ring of integers in an algebraic number field. In particular, 
he showed that p(R) 5 max(hi2, l}, where R has class number h. In an earlier 
appearing (but later submitted) paper, Steffan [28] studied p(R) (without this 
notation) for a Dedekind domain R with finite divisor class group and showed that 
p(R) 5 max{]Cl(R)] 12, l}. The purpose of this paper is to study p(R) for an 
arbitrary atomic domain R, but with emphasis on Krull domains. The impetus for 
much of this study of factorization properties goes back to the study of factoriza- 
tion in rings of algebraic integers, in particular, to the result of Carhtz [13] that 
the ring of integers in an algebraic number field is a HFD if and only if it has a 
class number 52. For other factorization properties and extensive references, see 
PI, ]3], [141, ]151, and ]I61. 
As in [2], we define an atomic domain R to be a bounded factorization domain 
(BFD) if for each nonzero nonunit x E R, there is a bound on the lengths of 
factorizations of x into the product of irreducible elements. A BFD R (even a 
Dedekind domain) may have p(R) =x; we thus define R to be a rationally 
bounded fuctorizution domain (RBFD) if R is atomic and p(R) < m. For any 
integral domain R, we have 
UFD 3 HFD 3 RBFD 3 BFD + ACCP 3 atomic, 
and none of the implications are reversible (cf. [2, 231). 
In Section 1, we introduce and study semi-length functions on R; these are 
functions f : R”-+ [w, which satisfy f(xy) =f(x) + f( y) for all nonzero x,y E R, 
and f(x) = 0 if and only if x is a unit. We completely determine all semi-length 
functions on R when R is a Krull domain with torsion divisor class group. In the 
second section, we use semi-length functions to determine lower and upper 
bounds for p(R). We show that for any semi-length function f’ on an atomic 
domain R, p(R) 5 M”/m’“, where M” = sup{f(x) 1 x E R is irreducible, but not 
prime} and m” = inf{ f(x) 1 x E R is irreducible, but not prime}. When R is a 
Krull domain, then p(R) 5max{jCI(R)] 12. l}; so a Krull domain with finite 
divisor class group is a RBFD. We show that a one-dimensional local domain R is 
a RBFD if and only if R is analytically irreducible. We also find upper bounds for 
p(R) for several classes of integral domains R weaker than Krull domains. In 
Section 3, we give examples to illustrate the techniques developed in Section 2. In 
particular, we show that for any real number r I> 1 or r = x, there is a Dedekind 
domain R with torsion divisor class group such that p(R) = r. We also show that 
for each real number r 2 1, there is a one-dimensional quasilocal atomic domain 
R with p(R) = r + 1. 
As mentioned above, Steffan [28] and Valenza [29] have studied these ideas in 
the context of Dedekind domains and rings of algebraic integers, respectively. 
Recently, Chapman and Smith [16] have also studied p(R) for R a Dedekind 
domain with torsion class group. The correct setting for p(R) seems to be for 
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Krull domains. Many of the proofs for Dedekind domains carry over for Krull 
domains by replacing the unique factorization of a principal ideal as a product of 
maximal ideals in a Dedekind domain by its unique factorization as a v-product of 
height-one prime ideals in a Krull domain. Also, many of the proofs for rings of 
algebraic integers carry over to Krull domains for which each (nonzero) divisor 
class contains a prime ideal. Although we do have several results for arbitrary 
atomic domains, Krull domains are the easiest to work with. In this case, we can 
relate p(R) to properties of the divisor class group Cl(R) of R. As we will see, 
p(R) depends not only on the group-theoretic properties of Cl(R), but also on the 
distribution of the height-one prime ideals in the divisor classes. 
General references for any undefined terminology or notation are [19], [21], 
and [26]. Throughout, R will be an integral domain with (proper) quotient field 
K, and R, R*. and U(R) will denote respectively its integral closure, set of 
nonzero elements, and group of units. Our general reference for Krull domains 
will be [19]. If R is a Krull domain, we denote its set of height-one prime ideals by 
X(R) = X”‘(R), its divisor class group (written additively) by Cl(R), and the class 
of P E X(R) in Cl(R) by [PI. W e will use repeatedly the fundamental fact that in 
a Krull domain R, a nonunit x E R* is irreducible if and only if in its v- 
factorization xR = (P, . . . P,,)* with each P, E X(R), no proper subproduct 
(P,, . . . P,,,,), is principal. 
For any partially-ordered abelian group G, G, is its submonoid of nonnegative 
elements. The group of divisibility of R is the abelian group G(R) = K”/U(R), 
written additively, and partially ordered by au(R) 5 bU(R) if and only if 
bum’ E R. Several examples involve monoid domain constructions; a good refer- 
ence for monoid domains is [22]. As usual, Z, Q, and [w denote respectively the 
integers, rational numbers. and real numbers. 
1. Length functions 
If R is a UFD, or more generally a HFD, define s,,(x) to be the length of a(ny) 
factorization of a nonunit x E R” into a product of irreducible elements and 
sK(x) = 0 if x E U(R). This defines a function s R : R*-+Z+ such that (i) sR(xy) = 
sK(x) + s,,(y) for all x,y E R*, (ii) sK(x) = 0 if and only if x E U(R), and (iii) 
sR(x) = 1 if and only if x is irreducible. Moreover, R is a HFD if such a length 
function exists [31, Lemma 1.31. As in [lo], for a nonzero nonunit x in an atomic 
domain R, we define I,(X) = inf{n ) x = x, . . ..I+,,  each X, E R is irreducible} and 
LR(X) = sup{n 1 x = x, . . .x,,, each x, E R is irreducible}. Thus 1 I f,(x) 5 
LK(x) 5 m for each nonunit x E R”. We also define f,(x) = LR(x) = 0 when 
x E U(R). Although I,(x) is always finite, we may have LR(x) = J; (note that R is 
a BFD if and only if LR(x) <z for all x E R*). These define functions 
1, : R*-+Z+ and L, : R”-+Z+ U {x} which satisfy (ii) and (iii). Note that (i) 
holds (for either I,( or LK) precisely when R is a HFD, and in this case 
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I, = L, = sR. However, it is easily verified that I,(xy) 5 fK(x) + f,(y) and 
L,(xy) 2 LR(x) + LR( y) for all x,y E R”. For x E R*, we define pR(x) = LR(x)I 
IR(x) if x is a nonunit and p,,(x) = 1 if x E U(R). Thus p(R) = sup{ pR(x) / x E 
R”:). 
We will call a function S : R* + Z, a length function on R if it satisfies (i) 
f(xy) = Ax) + f(y) for all x,y E R* and (ii) f(x) = 0 if and only if x E U(R). If 
f : R”-+ [w, satisfies (i) and (ii), then we call f a semi-length function on R. For 
f : R”* [w, a semi-length function on an atomic domain R, we define 
M = M(R, f) = sup{f(x) ) x E R is irreducible} , 
M” = M”(R, f) = sup{ f(x) ( x E R is irreducible, but not prime} , 
m = m(R, f) = inf{ f(x) 1 x E R is irreducible} , 
m * = m’“(R, f) = inf{f(x) ) x E R is irreducible, but not prime} . 
If R is a UFD, we set M” = m* = 1. If R is not a UFD, then 0 5 m(R, f) 5 
m”(R, f) 5 M”(R, f) 5 M(R, f) 5 =. Also, for any integral domain R, 
m(R, f) < 3~ and O< M(R, f). We say that f is a bounded semi-length function if 
0 < m(R, f) and M(R, f) <x (note that the first inequality is automatic for a 
length function). 
If R has a semi-length function f with f(x) I c > 0 for all nonunits x E R*, then 
R is a BFD. Moreover, an atomic domain R which has a semi-length function f 
with m(R, f) > 0 is also necessarily a BFD. 
To define a semi-length function f on R, it suffices to define f on R* - U(R) and 
then extend f‘ to R” by defining f(x) = 0 for all x E U(R). This follows from our 
first result. 
Lemma 1.1. Any function f : R” - U(R)-+IW+ - (0) which satisfies f(xy) = 
f(x) + f( y) for all nonunits x,y E R’” extends to a semi-length function on R by 
defining f(x) = 0 for all x E U(R). 
Proof. It suffices to show that f(ux) = f( ) f x or each nonunit x E R * and u E cI( R) . 
If this fails, then since 2f(x) = f(x’) = f(ux) +f(u-‘x), we may assume that 
f(ux) <f(x) for some nonunit x E R* and u E U(R). Then the equality f(u”x’) = 
f(u”X) +f(x) =f(u+’ x) +f(ux) yields that f(u”x) - f(u)‘-Ix) = f(ux) -f(x) for all 
integers n 2 1. Thus f(u”x) = n[f(ux) -f(x)] + x f( ) f or all integers n 2 1. Hence 
f’(~“x) < 0 for large n, a contradiction. 0 
Note that a semi-length function f on R extends to a homomorphism 
f’ : K”+ Iw on the set of nonzero elements of the quotient field K of R defined by 
f’(x/y) = f(x) - f(y) for all x, y E R:“. Since U(R) C ker f ‘, f’ induces an order- 
preserving homomorphism f from G(R), the group of divisibility of R, to the 
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additive group [w, which satisfies f(x) > 0 when x > 0. Conversely, any order- 
preserving homomorphism f : G(R) + [w that satisfies f(x) > 0 when x > 0 induces 
a semi-length function f : R” * F!, , which is a length function if im f C L + . The 
set 2(R, 1w+) of all semi-length functions f : R*--t [w, forms a partially-ordered 
additive semigroup (with no zero element) which is closed under scalar multiplica- 
tion by positive real numbers. As observed above, this set is order-isomorphic to 
the set %(R, rW) of all order-preserving homomorphisms f : G(R)+ [w which 
satisfy f(x) > 0 when x > 0. Note that an integral domain R (even a BFD) need 
not have an integer- or rational-valued semi-length function. In some cases it is 
more natural to consider real-valued semi-length functions (see Example 1.3(b)). 
We next give several examples of semi-length functions that will be used 
throughout this paper. The first ones are for Krull domains. 
Example 1.2. (a) Let R be a Krull domain with {up ) P E X(R)} its set of essential 
discrete rank-one valuations. Define V : R*-+z+ by V(x) = c up(x). (Thus 
V(x) = n 2 1 if and only if xR = (P, . . . P,,),, for some P, E X(R).) Then V defines 
a length function on R such that V(x) = 1 if and only if x is prime. Note that 
L,,(x) 5 V(x) for each x E R” (this observation gives another proof that a Krull 
domain is a BFD [2, Proposition 2.2]), and L, = V if and only if R is a UFD. 
Moreover, M*(R, V) = M(R, V); while m”(R, V) = m(R, V) if and only if either 
R is a UFD or R has no principal primes. 
(b) More generally, for a Krull domain R, let {Y, 1 P E X(R)} be any set of 
positive real numbers. Then f(x) = c r,,up(x) defines a semi-length function on R. 
In particular, if R is a UFD and f= c r,,,v,,, then m = m(R, f) = inf{r,,} and 
M = M(R, f) = sup{r,,}. Th us, although we have defined m” = M” = 1, if X(R) is 
infinite, then for suitable choices of {r,}, m and M may assume any real values 
such that 0 5 m 5 M 5 5, m <a, and M > 0. 
(c) An important special case of (b) is when Cl(R) is a torsion group. In this 
case, let ZR(x) = C (n,))‘u,(x), w h ere nF is the order of [P] in Cl(R). Note that 
TR(x) = 1 if x is an irreducible element of the form xR = (P”),. Thus 
M”(R, 3YR) = M(R, 2,) 2 1 and m”(R, fEK) = m(R, fER) 5 1. This function (in 
equivalent forms) has been used in [15], [16], [27], and [31]. In [15], T,<(x) is 
called the Zaks-Skula constant of x and is defined for Dedekind domains using 
ideal classes rather than valuations; we will thus call %R the Zaks-Skula function 
of R. i2YigR detects when R is a HFD (see Corollary 2.6). 
(d) Even more generally, suppose that R = n RC1 is an intersection of integral 
domains RU, each with an associated semi-length function f, . For any set { ra} of 
positive real numbers. f= c rnfrr defines a semi-length function on R if the 
intersection has finite character. An important special case is when each RCp is a 
valuation domain with f, its associated (real-valued) valuation. 
Example 1.3. (a) Suppose that R is a subdomain of an integral domain T and let f 
be a (semi-) length function defined on T. It is easily verified that fl, is a (semi-) 
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length function on R if and only if U(T) n R = U(R). The situation when 
U(T) n R = U(R) has been studied extensively in [2, Section 61, where it is shown 
that R is a BFD if T is a BFD. (Two important cases when U(T) fl R = U(R) are 
when either R C T is an integral extension or (T, M) and (R, N) are each 
quasilocal with N = R f~ M.) For example, if T is a HFD, U(T) n R = U(R), and 
f=s,, then fl,? is a length function on R. In this case R is a BFD, but possibly 
with irreducibles of length >1 and M”(R, f) = a. As another application, if 
T = R is a Krull domain (in particular, if R is Noetherian), then VI,,, defines a 
length function on R. 
(b) Let F be a field and T an additive submonoid of R +. Let A = F[X; T] = 
{c a,X’ 1 a, E F, t E T} be the monoid domain. Then S = {h E A ) h(O) # 0} is a 
saturated multiplicatively closed subset of A. Finally, let R = A,. Then R is 
quasilocal. If T is a nonzero submonoid of Q+ , then A and R are each 
one-dimensional [22, Theorems 21.4 and 17.11. Note that neither A nor R is 
necessarily atomic. But in either case, g : A”+ iw, and f : R”;* I$+, given by 
g(c a,X’l) = max{ t, ) a, # 0} and f( c a,X”/s) = min{ r, ) u, # O}, define semi- 
length functions on A and R, respectively. Thus A and R are both BFD’s if T has 
a least positive element. The domain R will be investigated in more detail in 
Example 3.3. 
In Example 1.2(b), we saw that for a Krull domain R, f = c rpup defines a 
semi-length function for any set { yP 1 P E X(R)} of positive real numbers. We 
next show that when R has torsion divisor class group the converse is also true. In 
this case, Z(R, Iw,) is thus order-isomorphic to fl {R,, 1 P E X(R)}, where each 
R,,={xER~x>O}. 
Proposition 1.4. Let R be a Krull domain with torsion divisor class group Cl(R) 
and f uny semi-length function on R. Then f = c r,,v,,, where rp = f(xp)ln,,, n,, is 
the order of [P] in Cl(R), and x,R = (P”“),. Moreover, the rp’s ure uniquely 
determined by f. 
Proof. Note that each xP is irreducible and u,,(x,) = n,6,,o. Let rI, = f(x,)/n,. 
Suppose that x E R” is a nonunit with xR = (P’,“’ . . . I”,“‘), for some Pi E X(R) 
and integers m, 2 1. Let x, = xP,, n, = n,,, v, = v,,, r, = r,,,, N = n, . . . n,, and 
N, = N/n,, Since x”‘R = (PHI” . . . p:~~“‘),, x” = ~x;“l’“~ . . . xT\“s for some u E I/(R) 
and each v,(x’“) = m,N. We have Nf(x) = f(x)‘) = c m,N, f(x,) = c (f(x,) / 
n,)m,N = c r,v,(x”) = N(z r,v,(x)). Thusf= c r,,u,,. Moreover, iff = c (YOU,, 
for any CY,, E R, then cy,, = f(x,)/n,, = r,, by above. Hence the r,,‘s are uniquely 
determined by f. 0 
When the Krull domain R has torsion divisor class group. the Zaks-Skula 
function zR is the unique semi-length function f on R for which f(x) = 1 for each 
irreducible x of the form xR = (P”), for some P E X(R). When Cl(R) is not 
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torsion, it is possible to have f = 1 rpup be a semi-length function on R with some 
rp = 0. We plan to investigate this case in a later paper. 
Our next result shows that in some cases a semi-length function may be 
extended to a larger domain. A special instance of our next proposition is when 
A C B is a root extension of integral domains, that is, for each x E B, x” E A for 
some integer n 2 1. 
Proposition 1.5. Let A C B be an extension of integral domains with U(B) fY A = 
U(A) such that for each nonunit b E B”, b” E A for some integer n 2 1. If 
f : A” + lF!+ is a semi-length function on A, then there is a (unique) semi-length 
function g : B”-+ [w, on B with f = gl,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we need only define g on the set of nonunits of B”. For 
such an x, x” E A for some integer n 2 1. Define g(x) = f(x”)ln. It is easily 
verified that g is well defined and g(xy) = g(x) + g(y) for all nonunits x,y E B”. If 
g(x) = 0, then f(Y) = 0. Thus x” E U(A), and hence x E U(B). Thus g defines a 
semi-length function on B which clearly restricts to f on A. Note that g is uniquely 
determined by f. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Let A C B be an extension of integral domains with U(B) fl A = 
U(A) and B a Krull domain with torsion divisor class group such that for each 
nonunit b E B * , 0” E A for some integer n 2 1. If f is a semi-length function on A, 
then f = gJ,, where g = c rru,, for a unique set { rr / P E X(R)} of positive real 
numbers. 
Proof. Combine Proposition 1.4 and Proposition 1.5. 0 
We next define the Davenport constant, denoted by D(G), for an abelian group 
G, and relate it to M”(R, V). For a finite abelian group G, D(G) is the least 
positive integer d such that for each sequence S C G with (S] = d, some nonempty 
subsequence of S has sum 0. If G is infinite, we set D(G) = x; this is consistent 
with the definition of D(G) for G finite. (In [28], D(G) is denoted by I(G), and in 
[29] it is denoted by a(G) and is called the sequential depth of G.) For any 
abelian group G, D(G)sIGI. If G=Z,,,@,..@Z,,, with l<n, l...In,, then 
define M(G) = 1 + (n, - 1) + . . . + (n, - 1). It is always true that D(G) 2 M(G), 
with equality if r 5 2, but not in general. Also, there seems to be no general 
formula for D(G). (For the above facts, other references on D(G), and a 
summary of known results, see [20].) The importance of D(G) is that if R is the 
ring of integers in an algebraic number field with ideal class group G. then D(G) 
is the maximal number of prime ideals (counted with multiplicity) which can occur 
in the prime ideal factorization of an irreducible element of R (more generally, 
this holds for any Krull domain in which each (nonzero) divisor class contains a 
prime ideal). Another important class of Krull domains for which each divisor 
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class contains a prime ideal are polynomial rings R[X] [19, Theorem 14.31. We 
collect these observations in our next proposition. 
Proposition 1.7. Let R be a Krull domain and V= c v,,. Then 15 M*(R, V) = 
M(R, V) 5 D(Cl(R)) 5 ICI(R)]. Zf each (nonzero) divisor class contains a prime 
ideal, then M*(R, V) = D(Cl(R)). 
Proof. We may assume that Cl(R) is finite. We have already observed that 
M”(R, V) = M(R, V) and D(Cl(R)) 5 ICI(R)]. Suppose that s > D(Cl(R)). Then 
for any P, , . . . , P,, E X(R), some proper subsum of [P,] + . . . + [P,] is 0. Thus if 
s = V(x), then xR = (P, . . . P,,), is properly contained in a principal ideal and 
hence is not irreducible. Thus if x is irreducible, then V(x) 2 D(Cl(R)); so 
M(R, V) % D(Cl(R)). 
Next, suppose that each (nonzero) divisor class contains a prime ideal. Then 
there exist d = D(Cl(R)) prime ideals P,, . . . , P, E X(R) with [P,] + . . . + 
[P,,] = 0, but no proper subsum is 0. Let xR = (P, . . . PC,)“. Then V(x) = d, and x 
is irreducible since no proper subsum of the [ P;]‘s is 0. Hence D(Cl(R)) = 
M(R, V). cl 
We close this section with some examples and remarks to show that the 
inequalities in the above proposition may be strict. 
Remark 1.8. (a) Let R be a Krull HFD with Cl(R) = Z,,,@. . .@Z,,, for l< 
“, (.+,. h T en M(R, V) 5 n, 5 M(Cl(R)) 5 D(Cl(R)). Thus M(R, V) < 
M(Cl(R)) 5 D(Cl(R)) if r > 1. 
Proof. Let t = M(R, V) and xR = (P, . . . P,),8 for x irreducible. Then x’lrR = 
(P’lr.. . P:“)” and each (P:‘f)y is principal. Thus x”‘, a product of nr irreducible 
elements, is also a product of t nonunits. Hence t 5 n, since R is a HFD. 0 
(b) For a Krull domain R with Cl(R) = G finite, we may have (i) M(R, V) < 
M(G), (ii) M(R, V) = M(G), or (iii) M(R, V) > M(G). 
Proof. For (i), let R be a Dedekind HFD with G = Z,,, @. . . @Z,,v for 1 < 
~1, 1 . . . 1 n, (such d omains exist for any G [31, Example 91). If r > 1, then 
M(R, V) < MCI(R)) by ( ) b a a ove. For (ii), let G = Z,,. p prime. Then p = 
M(R, V) = D(Cl(R)) = M(Cl(R)). For (iii), let R be a Krull domain with 
Cl(R)= G=Z,,,@...@Z,,r for l<n, l...In,.. Then Cl(R[X])= G and each 
divisor class contains a prime ideal. Hence M(R[X], V) = D(Cl(R[X])) = D(G) 
by Proposition 1.7. But there are finite abelian groups G with D(G) > M(G); so 
(iii) may hold. 0 
2. Bounds on p(R) 
In this section, we use semi-length functions on an atomic domain R to 
determine lower and upper bounds for p(R). Our first theorem, although quite 
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elementary, is the basis for much of our later work. As usual, we define 
m/a = al0 = x/O = x for any real number a > 0. 
Theorem 2.1. Let R be an atomic integral domain and f a semi-length function on 
R. Then 15 p(R)5 M*(R, f)lm*(R, f). Thus if R has a bounded semi-length 
function, then R is a RBFD. 
Proof. We may assume that R is not a UFD and that O< m* = m*(R, f) 2 M” = 
M:“(R, f) <CD. Since R is atomic, for a nonunit x E R”, we may write x = yz, 
where y-p,.. . p, is a product of primes and z has no prime factors. Then 
LR(x) = s + L&) and l,(x) = s + lK(z). Thus p&) = L,(x)ll,(x) I L,Jz)l 
lR(z) = p,<(z). Hence it suffices to show that pR(x) 5 M*lm” when x has no prime 
factors. Suppose that x = X, . . . x,, where each X, is irreducible, but not prime. 
Then m” 5 f(xi) 5 M”; so sm* 5 f(x) 5 sM*. Hence f(x)lM* 5 s 5 f(x)/m*. 
Thus f(x)/M* % l,(x) 5 L,&) 5 f(x)/m*, and hence pR(x) = L,(x) /l,(x) 5 M” / 
m”. Thus p(R) 5 M”lm”. 0 
We next use Theorem 2.1 to show that p(R) _i max{Cl(R)I 12, l} if R is a Krull 
domain. Our next theorem generalizes a result of Steffan [28, Proposition l] for 
Dedekind domains with finite divisor class group and Valenza [29, Proposition 41 
for rings of integers in an algebraic number field. The Dedekind domain case of 
Corollary 2.3(b) is also due to Steffan [28, Proposition 21. 
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a Krull domain which is not a UFD and V= c up. Then 
15 p(R) 5 M”(R, V)im”(R, V) 
i M”(R, V)/2 5 D(Cl(R))12 5 [Cl(R)1 12. 
In particular, a Krull domain R with finite divisor class group has 
p(R) 5 max{ ICI(R)/ 12, I} <x, and thus R is a RBFD. 
Proof. If R is not a UFD, then m*(R, V) 2 2. The inequalities then follow from 
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 1.7. 0 
Corollary 2.3. (a) Let R be a Krull domain with Cl(R) = z,,, @. . . @z,,, for 
1 < n, 1.. .I n,. Then M*(R, V)/n, 5 p(R) 5 M*(R, V)im*(R, V). Thus p(R) = 
M*(R, V)/2 when Cl(R) is 2-elementary. 
(b) Let R be a Krull domain which is not a UFD. If each (nonzero) divisor class 
contains a prime ideal, then p(R) = M*(R, V)/2 = D(Cl(R))I2. 
(c) (Zaks [31, Theorem 1.41) A Krull domain R is a HFD if Cl(R) = Z,. Zf each 
(nonzero) divisor class contains a prime ideal, then R is a HFD if and only if 
(Cl(R)1 5 2. 
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Proof. The proof of (a) is similar to that of Remark 1.8(a). The proof of (b) is 
similar to that of [28, Proposition 21. Part (c) follows from parts (a) and (b). 0 
Theorem 2.2 is far from the best possible since for any finite abelian group G, 
there is a Dedekind HFD R with Cl(R) = G [31, Example 91. For a Krull domain 
R, p(R) thus depends not just on [Cl(R)], but also on the distribution of the 
height-one prime ideals in the divisor classes (cf. [14-16, 24, 25)). Other 
semi-length functions besides V may give more accurate results (see Corollary 2.6 
and Example 3.3). Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 give upper bounds for p(R); we 
next determine a lower bound for p(R). This is a trivial modification to Krull 
domains of a result of Chapman and Smith [16] for Dedekind domains (also, cf. 
[29, Proposition 51). 
Theorem 2.4 (Chapman and Smith [16, Theorem 1.61). Let R be a Krull domain 
with torsion divisor class group and .2ER its Zaks-Skula function. Then 
max{zR(X), 9!R(x)-‘} 5 p(R) for all irreducible x E R. 
Proof. Suppose that x is irreducible and xR = (P’;” . . . PI!!), for some P, E X(R) 
and integers m, 2 1. As in the proof of Proposition 1.4, let X, = xp,, n, = nr,, 
N=n,.. . n,., and N, = N/n,, Since x”R z (PYI”‘. . . P:,IR”)~, x” z ux’,“INI . . . x.r”, 
for some u E U(R). Thus both N/(m, N, + . . . + m,N,) and (m, N, + . . . + m,N,) / 
N 5 p(R). The result now follows since (m,N, +. . . + m,N,)/N = m,/n, +. . . + 
m,.in,. = EFt<(x). 0 
Corollary 2.5 (Chapman and Smith [16, Corollary 1.71). Let R be a Krulf domain 
with torsion divisor class group. Then max{M”(R, %,<), m”(R, 2FR))‘} 5 p(R). 
u 
We note that Corollary 2.5 does not hold if %,,, is replaced by f = V. However, 
Corollary 2.3(a) does give a lower bound for p(R) in terms of M”(R, V), and 
M”(R, V)/n, 5 M’“(R, 2,<). By combining Theorem 2.1 with Corollary 2.5, we 
recover the following result of Zaks [31, Theorem 3.31 and Skula [27, Theorem 
3.11. Thus the Zaks-Skula function detects when a Krull domain R with torsion 
divisor class group is a HFD. 
Corollary 2.6 (Zaks [31, Theorem 3.31 and Skula [27, Theorem 3.11). Let R be a 
Krull domain with torsion divisor class group. Then R is a HFD if and only if’ 
m”(R, sR) = M”(R, Sr,) = 1. q 
We next consider another case in which p(R) = M’” lm”. 
Theorem 2.7. Let (R, M) be a quasilocal domain having a DVR (D, nD) centered 
on M. Let u be the associated valuation on D, m” = m “(R, f ). und M * = 
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M”(R, f), where f = ~1,. Th en p(R)5 M*lm’“. Moreover, if lJ(D)IU(R) is a 
torsion group, then p(R) = M”‘lm”. 
Proof. We first note that R is a BFD (and hence atomic) and f is a length function 
on R since U(D) f? R = U(R). The first inequality then follows from Theorem 
2.1. For the reverse inequality, we may assume that R is not a UFD and 
U(D) /U(R) is a torsion group. Pick x E R irreducible with u(x) = m”. Let y E R 
be irreducible and not prime with u(y) = j; so m* ~j 5 M* and j <m. Then 
u(yp~i*) = IlZ+; = u(Xj); so y”l* = ux’ for some u E u( 0). (Here we use the fact 
that u is actually a valuation, and not just a length function on 0.) Since 
U(D)/U(R) is torsion, uk E R for some integer k 2 1. Thus Y”“~ = M’x’~, Let 
z ZZ y”*‘“. Then IR(z) 5 m*k and LR(z) z jk. Hence pK(z) = LR(.z)IIK(z) 2 
jklm*k = jlm*. Thus p(R) 2 M”lm”, and hence p(R) = M”lm”. q 
Remark 2.8. Theorem 2.7 may be generalized as follows (the proof is similar and 
will be omitted): 
Theorem. Let (R, M) be a quasilocal atomic domain having a rank-one valuation 
ring (D, P) centered on M. Let v be the associated valuation on D, m” = 
m”(R, f), and M* = M”(R, f), where f = u(~. Then p(R) 5 M”‘im”. Moreover, 
if lJ(D)IU(R) IS a torsion group and D is rational, then p(R) = M* im*. 0 
We next give an example to show that in the above theorem we may have 
M” =x when U(D)/U(R) IS a torsion group, and hence p(R) = x. 
Example 2.9. Let X = {X, 1 1 5 j < =} and Y be indeterminates. Let k,, = .7&(X), 
k, = k&X’;‘“, . . , X,“‘) for each integer i? 1, and K= U k,. Then R = k,, + 
k,Y+k2Y’+...=nk,Y’cK[[Y]] IS a one-dimensional quasilocal domain, 
D = K[[ Y]] is a DVR centered on the maximal ideal of R. and f’ E R for each 
ftZ K[[Y]]. Thus U(D)/U(R) IS a torsion group. However, note that each xi”Y’ 
is irreducible in R and has degree j. Thus M” = x and p(R) = x. 
We next make a few remarks about the hypotheses in Theorem 2.7. Recall that 
we use ‘local’ to mean a Noetherian quasilocal ring. 
Remark 2.10. Let (D, M) be a quasilocal integral domain with subring R. 
(a) U(D) f7 R = U(R) if and only if R is quasilocal with maximal ideal R n M. 
(b) If D is a DVR and U(D) f7 R = U(R), then R is a BFD, but not necessarily 
a RBFD (Example 2.9). 
(c) If U(D) /U(R) is a torsion group, then D is integral over R. and hence D 
and R have the same Krull dimension. Thus, if in addition D is a DVR, then R is 
necessarily one-dimensional. 
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(d) Any local domain (R, M) does have a DVR overring centered on M [17]; 
but by (c) above, U(D)/U(R) cannot be a torsion group if dim R > 1. 
Theorem 2.11. Let (R, M) be a quasilocal domain with (D, S-D) a DVR centered 
on M with associated valuation u. If M”(R, t.11~) = n <m, then k, the M-adic 
completion of R, is an integral domain. 
Proof. Suppose that x E R with u(x) 2 kn, for an integer k I 1. If x = x, . . . x, 
with each x, E R irreducible, then s 2 k since each u(x,) 5 n. Hence x E Mk. Thus 
n”‘D f’ R C M”. Let I, = r’D n R. Thus {I,} and {M’} induce the same topology 
on R. Thus fi =E R/I, = {(r, + I,) En R/I, ) rr + I,,, = r,,i + I,,, for 15 m 5 i}. 
Also, b = lim D/n’D is an integral domain, in fact, a DVR. We may consider 
RII, as a subring of DIT’D via the map r + I, + r + T’D. Thus JJ RII, is a subring 
of n Dlr’D. Let (r, + f,) E lim R/I,. Then r, + I,,, = r,,, + I,,, for 15 m 5 i. Hence 
ri - r,,z E I,,, C 7r”‘D. Thus r+rr”‘D = r,,, + ~T”‘D, i.e., (ri + r”‘D) E lim D/T’D. 
Thus i? = lim RII, is a subring of i> =s Dlr’D, and hence l? is‘an integral 
domain. ‘0 
Let (R, M) be the domain in Example 2.9. Then M*(R, u(~) = cc, so the 
converse of Theorem 2.11 is false. Nevertheless, the proof of Theorem 2.11 shows 
that !? is a subring of K[[ Y]]. In fact, it is easily seen that for this example ff = R. 
If (R, M) is a one-dimensional local domain, then l? need not equal R. But in 
this case, we obtain a very satisfactory characterization (Theorem 2.12) of when 
R is a RBFD. 
Recall that a local domain R is said to be analytically irreducible if fi is a 
domain. The key observation is the following well-known exercise from Nagata 
[26, Exercise 1, p. 1221: a one-dimensional local domain R is analytically 
irreducible if and only if R is a finitely generated R-module and I? is a DVR. 
Theorem 2.12. The following conditions are equivalent for a one-dimensional local 
domain (R, M). 
(1) R is a RBFD, that is, p(R) < a. 
(2) R is analytically irreducible. 
(3) For every DVR (D, rD) centered on M with associated valuation u, 
M”(R, u(~) < =. 
(4) There is a DVR (D, G-D) centered on M with associated valuation u such 
that M*(R, ~1,~) <to. 
(5) Every semi-length function f on R is bounded. 
(6) There is a bounded semi-length function f on R. 
Moreover, if p(R) <x, then p(R) is rational. 
Proof. (1) =+ (2) Suppose that p(R) = r < 3~. Thus L,<(z) 5 rl,(z) for any z E R*. 
Given a nonzero x E M, M”” C xR for some integer n,, 2 1. Hence for each 
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integer k 2 1, Mk”” C xkR. Thus LR(y) 2 k for each nonzero y E Mk”? Let 
a,b E fi with ab = 0. Then a = lim x, and b = lim y,, where x,,y, E R*. Since 
ab = 0, lim xiyi = 0 in R. Since lim x,y; = 0, for each integer k 2 1, there is an 
integer n, 2 1 such that x,y, E M2”‘+“k”11 for all integers i 2 nx. For each integer 
i 2 n,, rf,(x,y,) 2 L,&,y,) 2 2[~ + Ilk; so I&,) + I,<( y,) 2 I&,y,) 2 2(r + l]kl 
r 12k. Thus either l,((x,) 2 k or IR( y;) 2 k. But then either X, E M” or y; E Mk 
for each integer i 2 nk. Thus either {xi} or {y,} has a subsequence which is 
eventually in M”. Hence either a E M”fi or b E M’i?. Suppose that a #O; so 
a~M’~-Ml+‘^ R for some integer j Z- 0. Then b E M’A for all integers i 2 j + 1; 
hence b E f-I M’fi = 0. Thus fi is an integral domain. 
(2) + (1) Since R is analytically irreducible, R is a DVR and [R : E] = r”f? for 
some integer n 2 0. Thus f= uIR defines a bounded length function on R since 
urrk is not irreducible in R for k 22~1. By Theorem 2.7 (or Theorem 2.1), 
P(R) < x. 
The proof of (2) 3 (l), together with Corollary 1.6, shows that (2) implies (3), 
(4), (5), and (6). By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.10(d), (3), (4), (5), and (6) all 
imply (1). 
For the ‘moreover’ statement, assume that p(R) <x. By (2) above, R is 
analytically irreducible, and hence I? is a DVR with maximal ideal rrR and 
[R : I?] = rr”/? f or some integer ~12 0. If n = 0, then R = R is a DVR and 
p(R) = 1. Thus we may assume that n 2 1. Let u be the associated valuation on R, 
M* = M*(R, u(~) < m and m* = m*(R, u(~) > 0. Then p(R) 5 M”lm” by 
Theorem 2.1. Let unrn* and hrr”* be irreducible elements of R with u,h E U(R). 
F;rkeach integer k 2 1, let zk = ( h”*krr”)(~r”f*)M*k = (u~*‘T~)( AT~‘)“*~. Then 
h +I, uM-knn, 
zk E R, and L,(z,)r M*k + 1 and f,(z,) CC rn*k + n. Hence 
pR(zk) = LR(zk)IIR(zk) 2 (M*k + l)l(m*k + n) = (M* + l/k)/(m* + n/k). Thus 
p(R) 1 M*im”, and hence p(R) = M*/m*. 0 
As in [.5], we say that an integral domain R is a Cohen-Kaplansky domain (CK 
domain) if it is atomic and has only a finite number of nonassociate atoms. An 
integral domain R is a CK domain if and only if R is a one-dimensional semilocal 
Noetherian domain and for each nonprincipal maximal ideal M of R, RIM is finite 
and R, is analytically irreducible [5, Theorem 2.41 (this result is a special case of 
[l, Theorem 21). In ‘[5], Mott and the first author studied these domains 
extensively. 
Corollary 2.13. If R is a CK domain, then p(R) <x. Thus a CK domain is a 
RBFD. 
Proof. By the above comments, R has only a finite number of maximal ideals, say 
M,,..., M,,, and each R, = R,,,, is one-dimensional and analytically irreducible. 
Thus each p(R,) < 3~. Let Y = max{ p(R,)}. For x E R*, 
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[S, Theorem 3.21. Thus p(R) 5 I<%. 0 
We say that an integral domain R is a weakly Krull domain if R = n {R,, 1 P E 
X”‘(R)} is of finite character. Such domains, although not called weakly Krull 
domains there, were the subject of j6j. iu’ote that a Noetherian domain R is 
weakly Krul! if and only if every grade-one prime ideal of R has height-one; thus 
a one-dimensional Noetherian domain is weakly Kru!!. Also, as in [4], we say that 
R is a weakly factorial domain if each nonunit of R is a product of primary 
elements. A CK domain R is certainly also weakly factorial. A weakly Krull 
domain R is weakly factorial if and only if C!,(R) = 0 [7, Theorem]. Here C!,(R) 
is the t-class group of R, the group of t-invertible t-ideals of R module its 
subgroup of principal fractional ideals. The t-class group is thus defined for any 
integral domain R. This definition is due to Bouvier and Zafrullah [ll]. When R is 
a Krul! domain Cl,(R) = C!(R), while Cl,(R) = Pit(R) for any one-dimensional 
integral domain R. For these and other results, the reader is referred to [9] or 
1111. 
Theorem 2.14. Let R be an atomic weakly Krull domain. Then 
P(R) 5 ICl,(R)I sup{p(R,) 1 P E x”‘(R)) 
!n purticulur, kf R is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain. then 
p(R) 5 lPic(R)I sup{ p(R,,) ) P E X”‘(R)} . 
Proof. We may assume that ICI,(R)1 = n <x and sup{p(R,) ( PE X”‘(R)} = 
r < ~3. For a nonunit x E R”, define L:(x) = sup{k 1 xR = (Q, . . . Q,),, Q, is an 
(product) irreducible t-invertible primary ideal) and I:(X) similarly, but with ‘sup’ 
replaced by ‘inf (these make sense by [6, Theorem 3.11). Note that 
G(x) = c G?,,(x/!) = c &,(x/l) and I:(X) = c /z,,(x/l) = C l,,(x/l), where 
each sum is indexed over PE X”‘(R). Since L,,ix/l) 5 rl,,,(x/l) for each 
P E X”‘(R), L:(x) = c L,,(x/l) 5 c rl,,ix/ 1) = r/z(x). Suppose that I,(X) = s; 
thus x = X, . . x,, where each X, E R is irreducible. Factor each x,R into a product 
of (product) irreducible P-primary t-invertible ideals. Each x,R can have at most 
n such factors; for otherwise xjR would be properly contained in a principal idea! 
since D(C!,(R)) 5 IC!,(R)( % n. Thus I:(x) 5 ns = nl,(x). Hence L,<(X) 5 
L:(x) or r/z(x) 5 ml,<(x). Thus Pi = LR(x) if,(x) - < rn for each nonunit x E 
R’:, and hence p(R)< rrz. Cl 
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The above proof shows that (Cl,(R)1 (resp., (Pic(R)() may be replaced by 
D(Cl,(R)) (resp., D(Pic(R))) in the statement of Theorem 2.14. Our next result 
sharpens Corollary 2.13 when R is a CK domain. 
Corollary 2.15. If R is an atomic weakly factorial domain, then p(R) = 
sup{ P(R,) I P E x”‘(W 
Proof. By [7, Theorem], a weakly Krull domain R is weakly factorial if and only 
if Cl,(R) = 0. This gives ‘5’. For the reverse inequality, let P E X”‘(R) and 
O#zE P,. Then zR, fl R = yR for some y E R” [7, Theorem (6)]. Also, 
L/?(Y) = &( ) z and I,(y) = lR,,(z) [7, Theorem (5)]; so p,(y) = pR,,(z). Hence 
sup{p(R,,) 1 P E X”‘(R)} 5 p(R) and we have equality. 0 
We close this section with a conjecture which reduces to Theorem 2.2 or ‘5’ of 
Corollary 2.15 when R is respectively a Krull domain or an atomic weakly 
factorial domain. Note that the conjecture does hold if ICI,(R)/ = 1 or xc, or 
sup{ p(R,) 1 P E X”‘(R)} = x. 
Conjecture. If R is an atomic weakly Krull domain, then 
15 p(R) 5 max{(Cl,(R)( 12, I} sup{ p(R,) 1 P E X”‘(R)} 
3. Examples 
We first show that for any real number r 2 1 or r = cc, there is a Dedekind 
domain R with torsion divisor class group such that p(R) = r. We then give 
several other examples to illustrate the theory developed in Sections 1 and 2. 
Our first example is based on a theorem of Claborn [18, Theorem 2.11. (A 
more general version is in [19, Theorem 15.181.) For completeness, we state 
Claborn’s theorem and the necessary terminology. Let F = @Z’e,, be the free 
abelian group on {e,, ( 1 5 II < cc} and let F+ be its subset of nonnegative elements 
under the usual product order. A subset P of F, is finitely dense if for each finite 
sequence n,,..., nk of nonnegative integers, there is an f = c a,e, E P with 
a, = n, for 15 i 5 k. (This is Claborn’s condition (a) in [18].) 
Theorem 3.1 (Claborn [18, Theorem 2.11). Let F be the free abelian group on 
{e,,/lSn<=} and P a finitely dense subset of F. Then there is a Dedekind 
domain R with nonzero prime ideals {M,, 1 1 5 n < x} such that Cl(R) is iso- 
morphic to Fl (P) under the correspondence that sends [n/r,,] to c,, 0 
The above theorem just states that for such an F and PC F,, there is a 
Dedekind domain R with maximal ideals {M,} such that the isomorphism 
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cp : Div(R)-+ F given by cp(M,) = e, also sends Prin(R) onto H = (P), and hence 
induces an isomorphism (p of Cl(R) = Div(R) /Prin(R) onto G = F/H. For f= 
c a,ei E F, we define V(f) = c a,; this is consistent with our earlier definition of 
V since V(cp(xR)) = V(x) for x E R*. 
Theorem 3.2. Let r 2 1 be a real number or r = m. Then there is a Dedekind 
domain R with torsion class group such that p(R) = r. Moreover, ifr is rational, we 
may choose Cl(R) to be finite. 
Proof. We break the proof down into several subproofs. 
(I) Let m and n be integers with 1 < n 5 m. Define uk = e, + . . . + e,,+,_, for 
each integer kzl. Let H=(me ,,..., me,,, {uk})CF=$Zek. Clearly 
&J)+ is finitely dense because u,, = el - e, E H whenever i = j (mod n). Thus 
H, is also finitely dense. Let R be the Dedekind domain given by Theorem 3.1. 
Note that Cl(R) = F/H is finite. 
We say that f E H with f > 0 is irreducible if there do not exist f, ,fz E H with 
f, > 0, f2 > 0, and f = f, + f2. Note that x E R” is irreducible if and only if cp(xR) is 
irreducible in H,. 
(II) If 0 < f = ale, + . . . + a,,e,, E H, is irreducible, then f is either 
me,, . . , me,,, or 11,. 
Proof. Suppose that f= b, (me]) + . . . + b,,(me,,) + cu, for some b, , . . , b,,, 
c E Z. Then c = a, - b,m for each 1 5 i 5 n. If all a, > 0, then f= u,. Otherwise, 
some a, > 0 and a, = 0. Clearly each 0 5 a, 5 m. Then c = 0 - b,m implies that 
m/a,. Hence a, = m, so f= me;. 
(III) Choose X, E R” with cp(x,R) = me, and y E R* with q( yR) = u,. Then 
x, . . * X,1 = uy “I for some u E U(R). Hence pK(y”‘) 2 m/n, and thus p(R) 2 min. 
(IV) LetfEH_ withf>O andg=e,-e,EH with i=j(modn). Iff+gE 
H,, then f is irreducible if and only if f + g is irreducible. 
Proof. Since -g E H, we need only show that f is reducible implies that f + g 
is reducible. Suppose that f= f, + f, with f, ,Jz E H, and 0 <f,, f, cf. Then 
f + g = f, + .A + (e, - e,) E H+ implies that either f, + g E H, or fi + g E H, since 
either f, or f, must have a positive jth coefficient. Say f, + g E H,. Clearly 
V(f,+g)=V(f,).Thusf,>Oimpliesf,+g>O.Thusf+g=(f,+g)+f,isnot 
irreducible. 
(V) If 0 #f E H, is irreducible, then V(f) = m or V(f) = n. 
Proof. By (IV), there is a g E H with V(g) = 0 such that f + g is irreducible 
andf+gE(~e,~.,.~~e,,)+.By(II),V(f+g)=V(f)+V(g)=morn.Since 
V(g)=O, thus V(f)=m or n. 
(VI) p(R) = m/n (this is the case when r is rational). 
Proof. (V) shows that M:“(R, V) = m and m”(R, V) = n. Thus p(R) 5 m/n by 
Theorem 2.1. Hence p(R) = m/n by (III). 
(VII) Let r > 1 be a real number or r = 3~. Choose an increasing sequence 
{r,> CQ+ with rk + r, where each rI = m,ln, with 1 < n, < mk. For each rk, 
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construct H, as above so that the Dedekind domain R, associated with Hk has 
p(R,) = rk. Let H = @ H,. Then H is finitely dense since each Hk is finitely 
dense. Let R be the Dedekind domain associated with H. Note that each R,, and 
hence R, has torsion class group. 
(VIII) p(R) = r. 
Proof. In each (Hk)+, there is an fk with L( fx) = rnk and 1( f,) = nk (here L( ) 
and I( ) have the obvious meanings). Thus p(R) 2 m,/n, for each integer k 2 1. 
Hence p(R) 2 r. Conversely, let f E H,. Then fE(H,@...@H,)+ for some 
integer k z- 1. Since any irreducible in H, must be in some (H,), , we have 
L(f)= a, + .. .+a, and l(f)=b, f.. . + b,, with each a,lb, 5 m,lni 5 m,ln,. 
Thus p(f)=L(f)ll(f)=(a, +...+a,)/(b, + ... +b,)rm,/n,<r. Hence 
p(R) 5 r and we have equality. 0 
Questions. Theorem 3.2 motivates the following two questions. 
(1) If R is a Krull domain and Cl(R) is finite, is p(R) rational? 
(2) If R is a Krull domain, Cl(R) is finite, and p(R) is rational, does 
p(R) = pR(x) for some nonunit x E R*? 
We remark that (2) has a negative answer if Cl(R) is not assumed to be finite. 
The proof (part (VIII)) of Theorem 3.2 yields a Dedekind domain R with infinite 
torsion divisor class group such that p(R) is rational and pR(x) <p(R) for each 
nonunit x E R”. Also note that the Dedekind domain R constructed in Theorem 
3.2 has no principal primes. 
We next use monoid domains and the semi-length functions from Example 
1.3(b) to give another class of atomic domains for which p(R) = M* lm”. 
Example 3.3. Let F be a field and r 2 1 a real number. Let T be the additive 
submonoid of [w, generated by {l} U [r, x). Then R = F[X; T],y, where S = 
{hEF[X; T]Ih(O)#O},’ IS an infinite-dimensional quasilocal RBFD with p(R) = 
r + 1. (We could also use T’ = T fl Q +; in this case R is a one-dimensional 
quasilocal RBFD.) 
Proof. Let f be defined as in Example 1.3(b). Clearly m”(R, f) = 1 and 
M*(R, f) = r + 1. Thus 15 p(R) 5 M*/m’: = r + 1 by Theorem 2.1. For each 
integer n 2 1, we can choose a rational number a/b with r + 1 - 1 ln < a/b < r + 1 
so that a/b E T and Xn!” is irreducible. Since X is also irreducible and X” = 
(X)” = (X,:h)h_ we have IH(X’)5 b and LR(XU) 2~. Thus p,(X”) 2 a/b; so 
p(R) r a/b > r + 1 - 1 in. Hence p(R) = r + 1. 0 
Example 3.4. Let F be a field and R,, = F[X”, XY, Yr’] for each integer n r 1. 
Then R,, is a two-dimensional Noetherian Krull domain with Cl(R,,) = Z,, [S]. If 
n = 1, then of course R,, is a UFD. By Theorem 2.2, p(R,,) 5 n/2 for each integer 
n 2 2. Note that X”, Y”, and XY are all irreducible in R,, and (XY)” = X”Y”. 
Hence pK,,(X”Y”) = n/2, and thus p(R,,) = n/2. (Thus R,, is a HFD if and only if 
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either II = 1 or 2.) One may also see that p(R,,) = n/2 by using ZR, and Corollary 
2.5. 0 
Example 3.5. Let k C K be a proper extension of finite fields. For integers 
19 m 2 n, let R ,,,,,, = k + kX’” + . . . + kX”-’ + X”K[[X]]. Then p(R,,,.,,) = 
(n + m - 1)/m. Thus for integers m 2 1 and i 2 2m - 1, there is a local CK 
domain S with p(S) = i/m. 
Proof. Let R = R,,,,,,, D = l? = K[[X]], and u(h) = ord h. Clearly m”(R, u(~) = 
m, and M”(R, u(~) = n + m - 1 since bX”+‘‘-’ is irreducible in R for each 
b E K - k and X”‘(h in R if ord hz n + m. Since K is finite, U(D)IU(R) is a 
torsion group. Hence p(R,,,,,,) = M*/m” = (n + m - 1)/m by Theorem 2.7 tl 
Example 3.6. Let k C K be a proper extension of fields and R,,,,,, be as in Example 
3.5. Then p(R,,,,,,) = (n + m - 1) im. For k = K and m = n, let R = K + 
X”K[[X]]. Then p(R) = (2n - 1)/n. 
Proof. As in Example 3.5, p(R,,,,,) 5 (n + m - 1)/m by Theorem 2.7. To show 
that p(R,,,.,,) 2 (n + m - 1)/m, we need only find b,, . . , b,,, E K - k with b, ... 
b,, = 1. For then (X”‘)“i’n-’ = (b,X”+‘‘-I). . . (bl,lX”i’7’-‘), and each of these 
factors is irreducible in R ,,,,,, . For m even, pick b, E K - k, let bl = br’, and pick 
the remaining even number of b;‘s in a similar manner. For m odd, pick 
b,EK-k, let bl=b, if bfEK-k and b?=b,(l+b,) otherwise, and let 
b, = (b,b2)-‘. The remaining even number of b,‘s may then be chosen as in the 
case when m is even. For the second example, just note that X” and X1”-’ are 
both irreducible and of respectively lowest and highest order. 0 
Example 3.7. Let T be a quasilocal integral domain of the form K + M, where M 
is the nonzero maximal ideal of T and K is a subfield of T. Let D be a subring of 
K and R = D + M. This ‘D + M’ construction has been used extensively since it 
has proven to be an excellent technique for constructing counterexamples (cf. [2] 
and [12]). Here, we let D = k be a subfield of K. Up to multiplication by a 
CI E K” (resp., (Y E k”), each element of T (rcsp., R) has the form m or 1 + m for 
some m E M. Since each of these elements is irreducible in R if and only if it is 
irreducible in T, we have that R is atomic if and only if T is atomic [2, Proposition 
1.21, and in this case p(k + M) = p(K + M). This construction yields atomic 
domains with different ring-theoretic properties, but with the same elasticity. 
Note added in proof. The two questions after Theorem 3.2 have been answered 
affirmatively by S. Chapman, W.W. Smith, and the two authors in “Rational 
elasticity of factorizations in Krull domains” to appear in Proc. Amer. Math. 
sot. 
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